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Abstract: An analysis of variational transition state theory rate constants, for the association reactions Cl- + CH3-
Cl, Cl- + CH3Br, H + CH3, H + diamond{111}, CH3 + CH3, and Al+ Al2 shows that the free energy of activation
∆Gq varies nearly linearly with temperature, over a broad temperature range, for each reaction. This suggests that
association rate constants can be parametrized by the free energy of activation at 300 K,∆G300

q , and the change in
∆Gq with temperature,∆∆Gq/∆T. The near linear dependence of∆Gq with temperature is supported by a
semiempirical model for association kinetics. The rate constants for Cl- + CH3Cl, Cl- + CH3Br, and CH3 + CH3

decrease with increase in temperature, while those for H+ CH3, H + diamond{111}, and Al+ Al2 slightly increase.
For the six association reactions considered here, the linear free energy relationship gives semiquantitative rate constants
over a rather broad temperature range of 200-2000 K. To calculate accurate rate constants over a broader temperature
range, particularly at low temperatures, nonlinear terms must be included in the free energy expansion.

I. Introduction

A particularly interesting class of reactions are association
reactions without a potential energy barrier.1 These reactions
are important for a diverse group of processes such as gas-
surface adsorption; ion complexation; radical-radical, radical-
molecule, and ion-molecule association; and nucleation and
cluster growth. Rate constants for such association reactions
can exhibit both positive and negative temperature dependencies,
depending on the attractiveness of the radial potential and the
anisotropy of the angular potential.2 The variational version
of transition state theory (TST) has been used to calculate
temperature-dependent rate constants for these reactions.3-6

In canonical variational transition state theory (CVTST), the
transition state is located at the free energy maximum along
the reaction path and the association rate constant is given by

where∆Gq is the free energy difference between the variational
transition state and the reactants. The temperature-dependent
TST rate constant can also be found with use of microcanonical
VTST (µCVTST). The microcanonical variational transition
state is dependent on total energyE and angular momentumJ
and is located at the minimum in the sum of statesNq(E, J)
along the reaction path. The association rate constant is then

whereQr is the reactant partition function. In more detailed
versions ofµCVTST, the minimum in the transition state sum
of states may also depend on the rotational quantum numberK
for a vibrator transition state7 or the orbital angular momentum
quantum numberL for an orbiting transition state.6,8

Both CVTST andµCVTST association rate constants have
been calculated from analytic potential energy functions, often
derived in part fromab initio calculations.9-19 These calcula-
tions require determining the reaction path on the potential
energy function and properties associated with the reaction path,
so that the free energy and sum of states can be determined as
a function of the path. Calculations of this type have used either
the reaction path Hamiltonian20 or a Hamiltonian based on that
for the product fragments.6,21,22 Though such calculations give
accurate rate constants, they are often rather laborious. There
is considerable interest in interpreting such calculated rate
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constants in terms of thermodynamic parameters such as the
free energy, enthalpy, and entropy of activation, i.e.∆Gq, ∆Hq,
and∆Sq.23 In the work presented here, a semiempirical model
is developed for calculating association rate constants and
determining their relations to the above thermodynamic param-
eters.

II. Thermodynamic Activation Parameters

In recent work in our laboratory VTST calculations, based
on the reaction path Hamiltonian, have been used to determine
rate constants for (1) the ion-molecule association reactions
Cl- + CH3Cl f Cl----CH3Cl12,24 and Cl- + CH3Br f Cl---
-CH3Br;13 (2) the cluster growth reaction Al+ Al2 f Al3;8

and (3) the radical-radical association reactions H+ CH3 f
CH4

10,11and H+ diamond{111} f H-diamond{111}.14 Here,
diamond{111} represents the{111} surface of diamond with a
C-atom terrace radical site. For the two radical-radical
associations and Al+ Al2, associationµCVTST and CVTST
give values fork(T) which only differ by a few percent, and
the CVTST rate constants for these associations are used in the
analysis presented here.8,11,14 However, for the ion-molecule
associations the CVTST rate constant is nearly two times larger
than theµCVTST value.13 This is because the ion-molecule
potential is very long range and, thus, the microcanonical
variational transition state is strongly dependent onE and J.
The µCVTST rate constants are used for these ion-molecule
associations. Thermodynamic activation parameters∆Gq,∆Hq,
and ∆Sq calculated from the CVTST andµCVTST rate
constants, for the above reactions, are summarized in Table 1.
These parameters are given for a standard state of 1 mol/L, so
that when∆Gq is inserted into eq 1 a rate constant in units of
L mol-1 s-1 results.
Previous work13 has shown that the aboveµCVTST rate

constants for Cl- + CH3Br association are nearly identical with
those determined by the trajectory capture model based on the
ion-dipole/ion-induced dipole potential.25 Thermodynamic ac-
tivation parameters, calculated from the Cl- + CH3Br trajectory
capture rate constants, are listed in Table 1. These activation
parameters are similar to those determined from theµCVTST
rate constants for Cl- + CH3Br association.
The temperature-dependent 2CH3 f C2H6 association rate

constant has been calculated by usingµCVTST and the flexible
transition state model.26 Thermodynamic activation parameters
determined from these rate constants are also listed in Table 1.
As expected,1,12,13,24the two ion-molecule reactions have

similar activation parameters.∆Hq is slightly more negative
and∆Gq slightly smaller for Cl- + CH3Cl, since the CH3Cl
dipole is larger than that for CH3Br. The ion-molecule
reactions have the smallest∆Gq values for a particular temper-
ature. The two radical-radical association reactions, H+ CH3

and H+ diamond{111}, have similar long-range radial poten-
tials, and Table 1 shows they also have similar∆Hq values.
The∆Gq values are smaller for H+ CH3, because of its larger
∆Sq values. This is because overall external rotation contributes
to H + CH3 association, but not to H+ diamond{111}.27 For
H + CH3 association, the external rotation partition function is
larger for the variational transition state than for the reactants. The thermodynamic parameters are similar for CH3 + CH3 and

H + diamond{111} association, but they have different tem-
perature dependencies.

III. Linear Free Energy Relationship

An interesting result in Table 1 is the near linearity of∆Gq

versusT for a particular association reaction. This is illustrated
in Figure 1 for the ion-molecule and in Figure 2 for the alkyl
radical association reactions, respectively. The straight lines
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Table 1. Thermodynamic Activation Parameters for Association
Reactionsa

T (K) ∆Hq ∆Sq ∆Gq

Cl- + CH3Cl f Cl----CH3Cl, µCVTST, ref 24
200 -0.894 -6.39 0.383
250 -1.09 -6.83 0.614
300 -1.30 -7.23 0.867
500 -2.21 -8.51 2.05
750 -3.71 -10.10 3.87
1000 -6.59 -12.79 6.20

Cl- + CH3Br f Cl----CH3Br, µCVTST, ref 13
200 -0.912 -6.71 0.431
250 -1.10 -7.09 0.675
300 -1.30 -7.46 0.942
500 -2.22 -8.78 2.17
750 -3.68 -10.33 4.06
1000 -5.76 -12.12 6.36

Cl- + CH3Br f Cl----CH3Br, trajectory capture, refs 2, 13, 25b

200 -0.947 -6.83 0.418
250 -1.16 -7.32 0.672
300 -1.38 -7.77 0.951
500 -2.29 -9.09 2.25
750 -3.34 -9.99 4.15
1000 -4.31 -10.53 6.22

Al + Al2 f Al3, CVTST, ref 8
100 -0.392 -5.95 0.203
150 -0.588 -6.73 0.422
200 -0.787 -7.31 0.674
250 -0.976 -7.71 0.951
300 -1.18 -8.10 1.25
350 -1.38 -8.39 1.56

H + CH3 f CH4, CVTST, ref 11
300 -1.03 -10.9 2.24
500 -1.60 -11.5 4.14
750 -2.32 -12.0 6.68
1000 -3.80 -13.2 9.42
1500 -5.86 -14.0 15.3
2000 -8.04 -14.8 21.4

H + diamond{111} f H-diamond{111}, CVTST, ref 14
300 -1.36 -16.2 3.49
500 -2.01 -16.8 6.40
750 -2.82 -17.3 10.2
1000 -3.60 -17.6 14.0
1500 -5.28 -18.2 22.1
2000 -7.01 -18.7 30.2

CH3 + CH3 f C2H6, µCVTST, ref 26
296 -1.29 -14.7 3.05
407 -1.87 -15.7 4.51
474 -2.25 -16.4 5.53
513 -2.48 -16.5 5.97
539 -2.64 -16.7 6.36
577 -2.88 -17.0 6.92
700 -3.66 -17.9 8.86
810 -4.40 -18.6 10.7
906 -5.05 -19.2 12.3
1350 -8.18 -21.1 20.3
1600 -10.07 -22.1 25.3
2000 -13.66 -23.6 33.6

a ∆Hq and∆Gq are in units of kcal/mol and∆Sq is in units of cal/K.
Standard state is 1 mol/L.b The Cl- + CH3Br trajectory capture rate
constants were calculated from eq 5 of ref 24a, using a dipole moment
of 1.87 D and polarizability of 4.53 Å3.
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in these figures are least-squares fits with the free energies of
activation at 300 K,∆Gq

300, forced to match the calculated
values in Table 1. Thus, the only fitting parameter for each
straight line is the slope∆∆Gq/∆T. The values for∆Gq

300, and
∆∆Gq/∆T are tabulated in Table 2. From these linear free
energy parameters, the free energy versus temperature is

and can be used to calculate the association rate constant versus
temperature. At 300 K,∆Gq is smallest for the ion-molecule
associations and largest for H+ diamond{111}. There is a

factor of 3 variation in the slope∆∆Gq/∆T for the different
associations.
The accuracy of the association rate constants determined

from the linear free energy relation, eq 3, was tested by
comparing them with the VTST and trajectory capture rate
constants used to derive the∆Gq values in Table 1. Overall,
the linear free energy relation gives accurate rate constants. This
is illustrated in Table 3 where the trajectory capture rate
constants for Cl- + CH3Br association and CVTST rate
constants for H+ diamond{111} are compared with the rate
constants determined from the linear free energy relation. For
the H + diamond{111} rate constants, in the range of 300-
2000 K, the linear free energy rate constants differ by less than
20% from the CVTST values. For Cl- + CH3Br association
rate constants in the range of 200-1000 K, the linear free energy
and trajectory capture values differ by at most 20% for
temperatures between 300 and 1000 K. However, at 200 K
the difference becomes nearly 65%.
The increased error in the linear free energy rate constants at

low temperatures is because the correct∆Gq begin to “level
off” as the temperature drops below 300 K and∆Gq from the
linear free energy relationship becomes too small. The origin
of this effect is the loosening of the variational transition state
as the temperature is decreased.1 For an infinitely loose
transition state, with properties like those of the reactants,∆Gq

is zero. The free energy expression could be made more
accurate at low temperatures by adding higher order terms, but
this would defeat the simplicity of the linear relationship, which
gives accurate rate constants over a wide temperature range.
The assumption that∆Gq is linear inT, i.e.∆Gq ) a + bT,

yields

when inserted into eq 1. Thus, if association rate constants are
fit to the popular form

one finds thatn ∼ 1. Assumingn ) 0 yields the Arrhenius
expressionk ) A exp(-Ea/RT). A shortcoming of this
expression is that theA and Ea parameters are strongly

Figure 1. Plot of∆Gq versus temperature for Cl- + CH3Cl, µCVTST
(0); Cl- + CH3Br, µCVTST (O); and Cl- + CH3Br, trajectory capture
(4). The∆Gq values are from Table 1.

Figure 2. Plot of∆Gq versus temperature for H+ CH3, CVTST (0);
H + diamond{111}, CVTST (O); and CH3 + CH3, µCVTST (4). The
∆Gq values are from Table 1.

Table 2. Parameters for the Linear Free Energy Relationshipa

reaction
theoretical
methodb ∆Gq

300
c ∆∆Gq/∆T T range

Cl- + CH3Cl µCVTST, ref 24 0.867 0.00722 200-1000
Cl- + CH3Br µCVTST, ref 13 0.942 0.00739 200-1000
Cl- + CH3Br traj cap., ref 25 0.951 0.00732 200-1000
Al + Al2 CVTST, ref 8 1.25 0.00545 100-350
H + CH3 CVTST, ref 11 2.24 0.01099 300-2000
H + diamond{111} CVTST, ref 14 3.49 0.01554 300-2000
CH3 + CH3 µCVTST, ref 26 3.09 0.01698 296-2000

a ∆Gq is in units of kcal/mol andT in K. The standard state is 1
mol/L. b Theoretical method used to calculate the association rate
constants which were then fit to the linear free energy relationship, eq
3. c ∆Gq

300 is forced to match the calculated values from the theoretical
method, given in Table 1.

∆Gq
T ) ∆Gq

300+ (T- 300)∆∆Gq/∆T (3)

Table 3. Accuracy of the Linear Free Energy Activation Rate
Constants

rate constants
(1010 L mol-1 s-1)

T (K) calcda linear∆Gq
T

Cl- + CH3Br
200 146 240
250 135 160
300 127 127
500 108 91.7
750 96.5 90.6
1000 91.1 98.0

H + Diamond{111}
300 1.79 1.79
500 1.66 1.37
750 1.69 1.40
1000 1.77 1.53
1500 1.93 1.89
2000 2.06 2.28

a The calculated rate constants are the trajectory capture values for
Cl- + CH3Br and CVTST values for H+ diamond{111}; see Table
1.

k(T) )
kBT

h
e-a/RTe-b/R (4a)

) cTe-d/T (4b)

k(T) ) BTne-E/T (5)
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temperature dependent. This is shown in Table 4 for the fastest
and slowest association reactions considered here, i.e. Cl- +
CH3Cl and H+ diamond{111}, respectively.
If the association rate constant is cast in the form of eq 1,

the variation of the rate constant with temperature is given by

The temperature dependence of the rate constant may then be
determined from a plot of (-∆Gq/RT+ ln T) versusT. If the
slope is zero,k is temperature independent. Negative and
positive slopes meank decreases and increases withT,
respectively. The function-∆Gq/RT+ ln T is plotted in Figure
3 for the association reactions considered here. The rate
constants for the ion-molecule and CH3 + CH3 associations
decrease with an increase inT, while those for the remaining
associations slightly increase with an increase inT.

IV. Origin of the Linear Free Energy Relationship

A semiempirical model proposed previously28,29may be used
to interpret the near linearity of∆Gq with temperature. For
this model, the free energy as a function of the reaction
coordinater is written as

where theGvib(r), Gir(r), and Grot(r) terms are respectively the
free energies for the 3N- 4 vibrational, internal rotational, and
external rotational degrees of freedom orthogonal to the reaction

coordinate andV(r) is the classical potential energy. The free
energies for overall translationGtrans and the electronic states
Gelec are assumed to be independent ofr. The following
assumptions are made to evaluateG(r) for the semiempirical
model:
(1)Gir, the free energy for the internal rotation (i.e., torsion)

formed during association, is assumed to be constant in the
vicinity of the transition state and does not contribute to dG(r)/
dr. This is an excellent approximation, since this torsion has a
small internal rotation barrier and may be modeled as a free
rotor. A comparison of methyl rotational barriers for the group
of compounds CH3-M(CH3)nH3-n, where M) Si, Ge, Sn, and
Pb andn ) 0-3, suggested that the rotational barrier for the
methyl torsion becomes zero for a C-C bond length in the range
of 2.2-2.6 Å.30 The C-C bond length is longer at the
variational transition state for methyl radical association. In
recent work,31 an analytic potential energy function derived from
high-levelab initio calculations was used to determine properties
of the variational transition state for CH3 association with a
C-atom radical site on the{111} surface of diamond. The
methyl torsion for this transition state was also a free rotor.
Note that when an atom associates with a polyatomic radical, a
torsion is not formed.
(2) The “pseudo” diatomic approximation32-34 is made to

calculate the free energy for external rotationGrot(r). The
moment of inertia for external rotation about the reaction
coordinater is assumed to be constant. The moment of inertia
is µr2 for each of the two remaining degrees of freedom (µ is
the reduced mass for the associating fragments).
(3) To evaluateGvib(r) only the free energies for the

“transitional” bending modes,1,35 formed as the reactants as-
sociate, are assumed to depend onr. For an atom+ nonlinear
polyatomic association such as Cl- + CH3Br association there
are two transitional bending modes, while for association of
two nonlinear polyatomics such as CH3 + CH3 there are four
transition bending modes.1 Tests made in previous work1,10b

show that the free energy for a transitional bending mode may
be calculated by using the classical partition functionkBT/hν.
Electronic structure theory calculations have been used to
determine force constants for transitional bending modes as a
function of the distancer between the associating moie-
ties.10b,12,14,36 The attenuation of the force constant with change
in r has been represented by a hyperbolic tangent function,10b,36

and by a sum of terms of the forma exp(-brn), wheren ranges
from 2 to 7.12,14 For radical-radical associations this force
constant attenuation may be approximated by a Gaussian
function.2,36,37 The attenuation is more complex for ion-
molecule associations.12 Though the variation of transitional
bending mode frequencies withr is not strictly exponential, this
has been found to be a very good representation for the limited
range of r that encompasses the variational transition state
structures for both radical-radical10b and ion-molecule12 as-
sociations. Thus, for the semiempirical model used here, the
harmonic vibrational frequency for a transitional bending mode
is assumed to vary exponentially withr, in the vicinity of the
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W. H., Ed.; Plenum: New York, 1976; pp 121-169.
(33) Marcus, R. A.J. Chem. Phys.1965, 43, 2658.
(34) Bunker, D. L.; Pattengill, M.J. Chem. Phys. 1968, 48, 772.
(35) Lin, Y. N.; Rabinovitch, B. S.J. Phys. Chem. 1970, 74, 3151.
(36) Wolf, R. J.; Bhatia, D. S.; Hase, W. L.Chem. Phys. Lett. 1986,

132, 493.
(37) Truhlar, D. G.; Brown, F. B.; Steckler, R.; Isaacson, A. D. InThe

Theory of Chemical Reaction Dynamics; Clary, D. C., Ed.; D. Reidel:
Dordrecht, 1986; pp 285-329.

Table 4. Arrhenius Parameters for Association Reactionsa

Cl- + CH3Cl H + diamond{111}
T (K) A Ea A Ea

200 1.24 -0.099
250 1.24 -0.10
300 1.21 -0.11 0.014 -0.16
750 0.71 -0.73 0.019 0.17
1000 0.25 -2.62 0.021 0.37
1500 0.024 0.68
2000 0.026 0.93

a A is in units of 1012 L mol-1 s-1 andEa in kcal/mol.

Figure 3. Plot of [-∆Gq/RT + ln T] to indicate the temperature
dependence ofk(T). The∆Gq values are from Table 1: (]) Cl- +
CH3Cl, µCVTST; (O) Cl- + CH3Br, µCVTST; (×) Al + Al2, CVTST;
(0) H + CH3, CVTST; (4) H + diamond{111}, CVTST; and (b)
CH3 + CH3, µCVTST.

ln(k2/k1) ) [-∆G2
q/RT2 + ln T2] - [-∆G1

q/RT1 + ln T1]

(6)

G(r) ) Gvib(r) + Gir(r) + Grot(r) + V(r) + Gtrans+ Gelec (7)
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transition state; i.e.

Each of the above, i.e., (1)-(3), are excellent approximations
for the association reactions considered here.
By making the above assumptions, the free energy versus

the reaction coordinate is

wherec is a constant,m is the number of transitional modes,
andGvib,con is the free energy for the 3N - 7 - m conserved
modes.1 The frequencies of the conserved modes are assumed
to be independent ofr. However, it is straightforward to let
them vary withr if necessary.2,4 The variational transition state
is located at the maximum inG(r).3-5 After substituting eq 8
for νi(r), the free energy maximum is found from

In the analysis presented here, the situation is treated for
which external rotation does not contribute toG(r), as for H+
diamond{111} association. For this case, eq 10 becomes

The long-range potential for an association reaction may be
approximated byV(r) ) -b/rn. If this expression is inserted
into eq 11, the value ofr for the variational transition state is
found to be

If external rotation contributes to the association rate, the value
of rq is slightly smaller than that given by eq 12.29

For an association reaction without external rotation, the
above model gives for the CVTST rate constant

whereQtm
q andQrel are the partition functions for the transition

state transitional modes and the reactant relative translation,
respectively, andQelec

q /Qelec is the transition state/reactant
electronic partition function ratio. Taking the logarithm of eq
13 gives

after inserting the expressions forQtm
q , Qrel, and νi(r), eq 8,

assuming the electronic partition function ratio is a ratio of
electronic degeneracies, and using a standard state of 1 molecule

(atom)/cm3 for Qrel.38 Inserting eq 12 forrq into eq 14 and
using the long-range attractive potential-b/rn for V(rq) yields

Since the lnT and (1/T)1/(n+1) terms in this equation are only
weakly dependent on temperature, a plot of∆Gq versusT will
be nearly linear.
Values of∆Gq, for H + diamond{111}, determined from

the CVTST calculations (i.e., Table 1) and from eq 15 are
compared in Figure 4. The degenerate transitional mode
frequency is fit to eq 8 withνo ) 30781.761 cm-1 anda )
1.677. The variational transition states for H+ diamond{111}
have values forrq which decrease from 3.32 to 2.69 Å as the
temperature is increased from 300 to 2000 K.14 Theseνo and
a parameters fit the transitional bending mode frequencies for
the transition states14 to within 3 cm-1. The long-range
attractive potential is fit withb ) 13980.189 kcal‚Å8/mol and
n ) 8. These parameters fit the 300-2000 K variational
transition state potential energies14 to within 0.1 kcal/mol. The
expression-b/rn also gives accurate transition state potential
energies for Al+ Aln f Aln+1 association,8,39 and is widely
used for variational transition states in orbiting transition state/
phase space theory6 and for ion-molecule associations.40 It is
seen that eq 15 gives an excellent representation of the CVTST
near linear plot of∆Gq versusT.
For H-atom association with the diamond{111} surface,

external rotation does not contribute to∆Gq. For a gas-phase
association, external rotation contributes to the transition state
free energy and the term

whereI is the reactant moment of inertia, must be added to eq
14. Since this term is also nearly linear inT, the semiempirical

(38) To convert∆Gq to a standard state of one mol/L, ln(1000/No) )
47.847 should be added to the terms inside the brackets of the right-hand
side of eq 14.

(39) Peslherbe, G. H.; Hase, W. L.J. Chem. Phys. 1996, 105, 7432.
(40) See for example: Troe, J.J. Chem. Phys. 1996, 105, 6249.
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Figure 4. Plot of∆Gq versusT, for H + diamond{111} association,
determined from CVTST calculations by using the reaction path
Hamiltonian, (4), and eq 15, solid line.
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model provides an explanation for the near-linear plots of∆Gq

versusT for association reactions.
The presence of the external rotation term for H+ CH3, but

not for H + diamond{111}, is a major reason the H+ CH3

association rate constant is larger than that for H+ diamond-
{111}.27 As the size of the associating alkyl radical increases,
theµ(rq)2/I term approaches unity and external rotation ceases
to contribute to the association rate constant.27

V. Summary

For the six barrierless association reactions considered here
it is found that the free energy of activation∆Gq is nearly linear
with temperature. This result suggests that two parameters, the
free energy of activation at 300 K,∆G300

q , and the slope of
∆Gq versusT,∆∆Gq/∆T, can be used to calculate the association
rate constant versus temperature. A semiempirical model
proposed previously28,29 provides an interpretation of the near
linearity of ∆Gq with temperature.
The utility of the linear free energy relationship is that it gives

semiquantitative rate constants over a rather broad temperature
range, i.e., 200-2000 K for the association reactions considered
here. However, the linear free energy relationship does not

correctly represent theT f 0 andT f ∞ limits for barrierless
association rate constants. To calculate accurate rate constants
over a broader temperature range and particularly at low
temperatures, nonlinear terms must be included in the free
energy expansion. This is an important topic for future study.
The rate constant for an association reaction can either

decrease or increase with an increase in temperature. The
function (-∆Gq/RT - ln T) allows one to identify the
temperature dependence of the rate constant. It decreases and
increases, respectively, if the rate constant decreases and
increases with an increase in temperature. The rate constants
for the ion-molecule associations Cl- + CH3Cl, Cl- + CH3Br,
and CH3 + CH3 decrease with increase in temperature, while
the rate constants for Al+ Al2, H + CH3, and H+ diamond-
{111} association slightly increase with an increase in temper-
ature.
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